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Abstract 
Development of modern software is a challenging task that requires software developers 
to leverage existing functionality by means of reusable code structures, libraries, 
frameworks and middleware. This allows shortening development time and lowering 
costs, while keeping resulting software competitive, reliable and maintainable. 

However, developing software based on reuse of existing libraries and frameworks 
has its own challenges and requires programmers to be aware of the issues they might 
face. 

This paper discusses common difficulties faced by software developers while 
developing complex software systems based on reusable libraries and frameworks. The 
issues are described along with possible solutions and exemplified by a custom UI 
framework named AxeZ. AxeZ is designed for customized UI development for Android 
phones and is built on top of OpenGL and Bullet Physics engine. 

As a result, AxeZ can be considered an instance of successfully designed framework, 
which implements solutions for the challenges discussed in this paper. It provides an 
example of reusable framework targeted for wide area of application in UI 
programming. 

Keywords: framework, extensibility, reusability, architecture, Android, OpenGL, 
Bullet Physics. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter provides the background to this work, describes the problem addressed and 
defines the goal criteria. It also provides an overview on the structure of this paper. 

1.1 Background 
Management of complexity is one of the most important issues in software development 
that is faced every day by almost every person involved: project managers divide 
complex tasks into smaller pieces, which can be easily implemented, tested and 
verified; programmers decompose intricate functionalities into primitive code 
structures, so that they can be unit-tested in isolation, easily refactored and even 
replaced, when needed; testers perform various quality controls on low levels of the 
software, making sure that individual features work correctly in order to jointly bring a 
working product; and so on. 

Software architecture is one of the subjects of complexity management. Having 
software components organized, decoupled and integrated correctly software developers 
can save a lot of time at all stages – from developing the system to supporting it [1]. The 
importance of software architecture quality cannot be underestimated: poor software 
architecture could bury the project before its release, while qualitative one could make it 
a long-lasting product. 

Elaborated software architecture decomposes the software into groups of 
components, organized by responsibilities and problems they are designed to solve. 
Quite often components that solve generic problems and which could be applied within 
multiple projects are organized in reusable software modules, such as class libraries or 
frameworks. Reusing well-tested and reliable existing class libraries (third-party 
libraries) could keep project costs lower and reduce development time. Setting up a 
system on the basis of appropriate software framework could make the project even 
cheaper and shorter while also allowing developers to make working prototypes on the 
early stages. 

1.2 Problem 
As software frameworks usually provide support in single domains, it is common for 
developers to use several of them together in single project. For example, stock 
exchange software could rely on one framework to read the stock quotes information 
from various prime brokers, while using another framework to render user interface and 
interact with the user. 

 
Figure 1.1: Frameworks in Stock Exchange system 
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In figure 1.1 we provide a schematic architecture for the stock exchange example 
system. The system uses three frameworks that allow several runtime components to 
work together: 

• PB1, PB2, PB3 – prime broker services. These are services external to the 
system. These services retrieve stock quote information and borrow/return 
securities. Each prime broker uses a specific messaging framework. 

• The system uses Data Integration Service relying on messaging frameworks in 
order to communicate with prime broker services. 

• System data is stored in a database, by means of an object-relational mapping 
framework. 

• Application Service is used to manipulate the data and perform various business 
operations with stock data. It relies on remote procedure calls framework in 
order to communicate with various UI applications – web-browser hosted, 
desktop or mobile. 

• UI1, UI2, UI3 – applications with user interface to the system. 

Even though software frameworks provide great support for developers, as any other 
software, they have their issues. Framework integration is one example. Here, by 
integration I mean unification of framework functionalities behind single programming 
interface. 

For instance, our example stock exchange system relies on 3 types of frameworks: 
messaging, Object-relational mapping (ORM) and Remote-procedure call (RPC) 
frameworks. These frameworks are dedicated to cover specific areas of system 
functionality. However, a complicated system like this requires several functionalities 
working together: information retrieved through messaging frameworks is passed to 
ORM components to be stored in the database; later, when one of the client applications 
makes remote request for the stock data, RPC component will query the data through 
ORM layer and return it with response to the client. 

There are many different challenges that programmers and architects have to solve 
while integrating frameworks: architecture mismatches, functional overlap, operation 
control, etc. And, if a greater number of frameworks are incorporated into the system, 
the more difficult it could be to reconcile them. 

Complex software usually makes use of several third party components. Libraries 
and frameworks from different developers provide solutions to a wide range of 
problems. But, while third-party libraries may perfectly solve problems in isolation, 
they often work worse in combination with other libraries and components. The reason 
for this is architectural difference between libraries. Since, it is difficult to predict all 
possible uses of reusable libraries, while designing their architectures, ease of reusing 
them may vary from system to system. Developers need to make certain assumptions 
regarding the way their reusable components will be used. Since it is impossible to 
create a framework suitable for all kinds of applications and business needs, developers 
have to constrain their effort.  

In this thesis I examine the most common problems in framework integration, their 
causes and the way they are solved. The problem domain is explored from two 
perspectives: 

1. What are the challenges of reusing several frameworks and incorporating their 
functionality under single programming interface? 

2. What are the challenges of developing a reusable software framework? How to 
balance reusability and flexibility of the framework? 
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1.3 Goal criteria 
In order to answer the questions stated I use an engineering approach and develop a 
software framework, aimed for reuse. The framework is designed for creation of 3D 
user interfaces in smartphone applications. The framework is build on top of three third-
party technologies: Android OS, Open GL, and Bullet physics engine. 

I describe the issues faced while designing and implementing the framework, and 
then explain solutions used to solve the issues. I also describe specifics of reusing the 
resulting framework. This way, the framework integration could be judged from both 
sides: reuse and integration of existing frameworks, and development of a reusable 
framework. 

Aside from flexibility and reusability, this master thesis does not focus on the 
framework performance, stability or other important software properties. Due to the 
complexity, these concerns are left outside the project scope. The implicit requirements 
I followed while implementing the framework were to make sample applications run 
smoothly on the test phone (Samsung Galaxy S II) and not to crash during execution. 
The framework leaves many aspects for improvement. 

1.4 Report structure 
The remainder of this report is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 provides a 
background knowledge required for understanding the report. Chapter 3 provides a 
description of the framework implemented within this thesis. It also describes the 
framework problems faced and the way they were solved. Chapter 4 provides the 
conclusions made based on the experience of designing and creating the framework. 
Possible future improvements in the framework are also described here. 
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2 Background 
This chapter provides a background to the problems addressed in this work. First I 
describe the well-know issues in software reuse, in particular, faced while integrating 
reusable frameworks. Then I give an insight of framework technologies integrated 
within my custom framework. 

2.1 Software reuse 
Software development has a long history and has come through many evolution steps: 
from primitive programs, written with low-level processor instructions to the complex 
systems written with the help of object-oriented frameworks. Software developers 
always tend to minimize development time and improve system quality. One of the 
most efficient ways to achieve both is to apply software reuse [2]. Writing certain 
functionality once and reusing it in several systems reduces software costs and makes 
sure that software builds upon tested and verified code basis. 

One of the fundamental reusable blocks is procedure [2]. This simple approach 
allows separation of isolated program logic within encapsulated procedures. Procedures 
can be tested in isolation and called from any point in the program. Reusing existing 
procedures reduces program complexity by abstracting certain code logic and providing 
a simple interface for its execution. 

Another step in software reuse is object-oriented approach [3]. Object classes in this 
case unite data and possible operations that can be performed with this data. The level 
of abstraction is even higher compared to the primitive procedures. Here programmers 
can reuse not only simple algorithms and workflows, but also whole pre-cooked data 
representations and complex interconnected logics. 

Groups of related object classes united by a general target problem are often 
combined in reusable packages/modules [4]. If the application scope of such 
components is global and goes outside the bounds of single system, then these 
components can be reused in different contexts as external class libraries. 

Reusable libraries are usually narrowed to solve single reoccurring programming 
problems [5]. For example, mathematic calculations, network protocol clients (such as 
HTTP or FTP) are often organized in reusable libraries. Libraries usually play passive 
roles in code executions; they are called from the hosting application code and are not 
designed for extensibility. In terms of object-oriented programming, they are designed 
for composition. 

Sometimes, however, programmers need a more advanced support than reusable 
libraries can provide. For example, when the software requires complex processing in 
the control loop, comprehensive abstractions to handle the complexity of the data, relies 
on a complex well known programming techniques, patterns, and architectural 
decisions, or has to cope with multiple aspects of functionality at the same time. This is 
where software frameworks come in handy. 

Object-oriented frameworks [6] do not simply supply reusable classes or methods; 
most of them provide the whole infrastructure and processing workflow for particular 
application domains. Such frameworks are designed to simplify solving common tasks 
within these domains. According to the complexity of the business domain covered, 
frameworks implementation may be very sophisticated. Learning how to effectively use 
frameworks sometimes requires significant time amount and advanced background 
knowledge. 
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2.2 Reusable frameworks 
Frameworks are designed for adaptation and extension [7]. This is in contrast to 
reusable libraries, which are designed for integration [8]. With inversion of control they 
provide, frameworks are developed to actively control application action loops. 
Reusable frameworks have four major properties that distinguish them from other 
reusable software modules, such as libraries: 

1. Inversion of control. Usually software systems have main thread running so-
called control loop. This is a loop that reads user input, incoming requests and 
triggers application logic in response. Since, controlling the input could be 
complicated, frameworks usually provide support for it – they hook up the main 
execution thread and start this loop automatically. This significantly simplifies 
software development, since developers only have to implement the logic of 
software “reaction” on user input. This is usually done by overriding callback 
methods or subscribing for framework events. 

Thus, frameworks take responsibility of application control flow and call user code 
when necessary. This is in contrast to regular applications or reusable libraries. 

For example, in our sample stock exchange software, RPC framework provides full 
networking infrastructure and triggers application-specific code when network client 
makes a remote request to the application service. 

2. Extensibility. Frameworks expect user code to extend existing functionality. 
Unlike the libraries, which are designed for reuse, framework provide special 
extension points (base classes, in case of OO-frameworks), which are executed 
when needed (via inversion of control). 

In example with RPC framework, the application-specific code extends framework-
defined base classes. Later, when network clients make remote requests, the framework 
will invoke overridden methods of the extended classes. 

3. Non-modifiable code. Frameworks can be extended but existing framework code 
cannot be modified. 

In RPC framework, it is impossible to change core framework classes responsible for 
reading configuration files, parsing incoming HTTP requests, building valid HTTP 
responses, etc. Such classes are often closed for extension as well. 

4. Default behavior. Usually frameworks provide default behavior, which makes a 
meaningful application without any additional user code. The actual behavior is 
often dependent on the domain the framework is designed for. This makes the 
learning curve smoother for the new framework users and requires less 
application-specific code to be added. 

In the stock-exchange example, the ORM framework provides standard create, read, 
update, delete (CRUD) operations for all defined data entities. Application developers 
just need to define the data entities classes and they will have CRUD operations 
available for free. 

Even though the framework provide significant boost in software development, they 
could introduce various implications, when several frameworks are combined together 
in a single system. 

2.2.1 Framework integration issues 
Complex systems may require usage of several object-oriented frameworks. For 
example, a stock exchange system may require usage of network messaging framework 
along with user interface framework. As it often turns out, framework integration is not 
a trivial task and is usually complicated with a number of well-know issues [9]. 

While designing architecture for reusable library or framework, developers and 
architects have to consider several aspects of their product reuse. 
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Infrastructure – various supplementary functionalities indirectly related to the 
framework reuse, but required in order to make it reusable. This aspect often plays a 
significant role in increasing architectural mismatch (a difference in architectural styles 
of integrated frameworks, described in more details later). Some frameworks may 
require similar infrastructure but have it implemented differently. When reusing such 
frameworks in a single system these infrastructures may overlap or misfit, requiring 
additional programming effort in order to smooth the architectural differences. 

In the stock exchange system all prime broker messaging frameworks work on top of 
the networking protocols, such as HTTP or FTP. Integrating together several 
frameworks operating with FTP protocol may require additional effort in order to avoid 
one framework intercepting messages of the second framework.  

Control model – various frameworks might assume different control models, which 
may be hard to reconcile in a single system.  For example, it may be very problematic to 
integrate two frameworks, which expect client code to react on events initiated by the 
frameworks’ control loop. 

In the stock exchange system the prime broker messaging frameworks and the RPC 
framework affect the data stored in the database. The system may face an abeyance 
when both frameworks try to change the database at the same time. 

Data model – since frameworks may use different data formats/structures it may 
require additional data conversion code. 

The stock-exchange system uses several messaging frameworks. Each framework is 
designed to work with particular prime broker. However, even though all prime brokers 
operate with the same data types and domain entities, the way these entities are 
represented may differ significantly. Therefore application code has to deal with data 
reconsolidation. 

Development of reusable frameworks requires tradeoff between level of reusability 
and level of aid provided by the framework. Frameworks for reuse can be designed 
either to solve narrow problems in the most efficient way, or to provide generic support 
for solving wide range of problems. In extreme, framework designed to solve single 
highly specific problem becomes difficult to adapt when it comes to reusing its 
functionality for solving other problems.  On the other hand, framework with wider 
fields of applicability provides weak support for developers. 

When dealing with all these aspects, developers, in the end, are forced to write “glue 
code” blocks smoothing the architectural discrepancy between integrated frameworks. 
Sometimes complexity of such code blocks may be comparable to the complexity of the 
frameworks themselves. 

The following are the major well-known problems of framework integration. These 
problems are well described in works of Mattsson and Bosch [5, 7]. I use single 
example software to illustrate the problems described: stock exchange software, which 
has following properties: 

1. It provides user interface displaying stock prices in real-time 
2. It also provides user interface for purchasing and selling stocks 
3. It persists buying and selling log in database 
4. It interoperates with other stock exchange systems to retrieve up-to-date prices 

and make purchase and sell transactions 
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2.2.2 Well-known framework integration problems 
Table 2.1 contains an overview of the problems described in this chapter. 
Table 2.1: Framework integration problems overview 
Problem Short description 
Inversion of Control This type of problem occurs “when two or more frameworks 

call the application code simultaneously, each assuming 
ownership of the application’s main event loop” [9]. This 
problem relates to framework control model. 

Integration with 
legacy code 

Legacy systems usually have programming interfaces 
incompatible with the framework extensions points [11]. This 
problem relates to framework data model and infrastructure. 

Framework gap Integrating several frameworks does not cover full application 
functionality [6]. This problem relates to framework data 
model and infrastructure. 

Overlapping of 
framework 
components 

Several frameworks can represent the same real-world object 
with different abstractions [12]. This problem relates to 
frameworks data model. 

Integrating 
functionality from 
different frameworks 

When the system has to implement a real-world entity by 
integrating together parts of functionality from several 
frameworks [13]. This problem relates to framework data 
model. 

Architectural 
mismatch 

Integrated frameworks have different architectures [14]. This 
problem relates to framework infrastructure. 

Inversion of control. Most of the frameworks take control of the application’s main 
thread and expect custom code to be executed in response to framework calls [10]. This 
is implemented by means of callback methods and event listeners. Thus, the operational 
control becomes inverted and managed by the framework. Integrating two or more 
frameworks with inversion of control is very tricky and may lead to multithread 
synchronization and considerable amount of reconciling code. This is a control model 
problem. 

For example, in stock exchange system we could have two frameworks using 
inversion of control: user interface framework and real-time price updating framework. 
The first framework executes application code in response to user interface interactions, 
while the second framework executes application code in response to price updates 
initiated by third-party service. Since both events may happen at the same time, the 
concurrency condition may occur: the application has to update its internal state in 
response to both, user activity and stock price change. 

 
Figure 2.1: The inversion of control example 
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In figure 2.1 a sample system relies on two frameworks: GUI framework and price 
tracking framework. Both frameworks controls when the application code has to be 
invoked by using inversion of control. 

One way of resolving such problem could be to use thread synchronization. In most 
cases each framework would use separate thread to control its activity loop. In this case 
standard multithreading synchronization mechanisms should work well enough (for 
example, using Monitor objects or resource locks [20]). 

Integration with legacy systems and existing tools. This issue arise because of need 
to retain existing software functionality [11]. Since application-specific domain logic 
could be complicated it is more cost-efficient to reuse existing functionality. And while 
some parts of softwares are constantly updated, other may remain untouched for 
decades. Such legacy systems often have great value and are reused in newer software 
systems. However, integration of such legacy functionality is often complicated by 
differences in programmung interfaces between the main system framework and legacy 
software. This is an infrastructure and data model problem. 

In our example stock exchange software we could have a need to interoperate with a 
legacy price update system. The legacy programming interface coould require us to use 
data structures and workflow different from the ones that we have in our software’s 
framework. Since the pricing system was developed long time ago, we have no 
opportunity to update its interfaces, instead we face a challenge of adjusting our own 
system to match the requirements of legacy software. 

In such cases, when legacy functionality cannot be updated to altered, it is usefull to 
apply such desugn patterns as Bridge or Facade [20]. 

Framework gap. Often components provided by the integrated frameworks do not 
fully cover requirements of the system being developed, demanding programmers to 
create additional glue code or use mediating software to fill the gap [6]. Over time this 
also may lead to possible maintenance problems since glue code becomes dependent on 
frameworks versions. This is an infrastructure and data model problem. 

 
Figure 2.2 Integrated Frameworks Extended to Fill the Framework Gap 

In figure 2.2 the functionality of the system relies on two frameworks, which do not 
fully cover system needs. In order to fill the gap, additional functionality is added to 
extend original frameworks. Extended functionality is wrapped with a unified 
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applications, developers use various middleware frameworks to meet the application 
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These abstractions may have different representation and thus require reconciling code 
to be written. Even though many practices and design patterns address adaptation 
routines, such tasks require additional attention and time investments. This is a data 
model problem. 

In case of stock exchange software, the entity of stock could be represented both in 
log persistence framework and in online pricing tracking framework. The user interface 
will have to display data from both representations of stock entity, requiring additional 
effort from the software developers. 

Adapter pattern [20] might be a good choice to solve this issue: overlapping 
components become hidden behind a common interface, maintaining their original role 
in designated frameworks. 

Integrating functionality from different frameworks. Usually found in layered 
architectures, this problem occurs when functionality of one framework is made 
dependent on functionality from another framework (used in a lower architecture layer) 
[13]. The framework must be integrated such a way, that events in one layer are 
automatically and seamlessly propagated to another layer. This is a data model problem. 

In our example we have to propagate data from log data persistence layer to user 
interface layer. Since the persistence framework and UI framework have distinguishable 
functional borders, custom integration code is responsible for this data transfer. 

Architectural mismatch. This type of problem occurs when frameworks have a 
difference in architectural styles. Garlan describes the architectural mismatch as a result 
of incompatible architectural decisions made by frameworks developers [14]: 
assumptions in implementation of components as well as assumptions in connectors 
between these components. For example, discrepancy in control model makes it 
problematic to bind event sources implemented in one framework with event listeners 
implemented in another framework. The mismatch can also occur due to inconsistency 
in frameworks infrastructures, protocols and data models. This is an infrastructure 
problem. 

In case of stock exchange software, we face architectural mismatch problems if user 
interface is implemented with MVC architecture, while network services, such as 
purchase and sell service, are implemented as messaging queue. 

Again, patterns like Adapter, Bridge and Facade [20] can be helpful to resolve the 
issue of architectural mismatch. 

2.2.3 Ethical and social aspects of code reuse 
Code reuse can have certain legal aspects, which might be considered a case of ethical 
aspects. Reusable libraries and frameworks may come open-sourced, or close-sourced. 
They may be free for reuse or have a license fee. All these aspects are usually defined in 
a license, which comes together with the software. Even free open-source reusable 
software can have special license terms. For example, MIT license requires that the 
resulting software, which internally reuses software under MIT license, should include a 
copy of the MIT License terms and the copyright notice [21]. At the same time, if the 
software reuses code under GNU General Public License, the resulting software itself 
should be distributed under GNU General Public License [22]. 

Following the license terms is important and violating them is unethical and even can 
be prosecuted. 

Software reuse can have social influence, in particular when it comes to open source 
software. Open-sourced projects often attract large communities of software developers 
boosting the software evolution. The Apache Software Foundation is one example of an 
open-source community, responsible for development of hundreds open source projects 
[23]. 
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2.3 Frameworks integrated within user interface framework 
The framework developed in this thesis is based on three third party frameworks, which 
are integrated together to bring the UI framework functionality. The frameworks used 
are: OpenGL, Android and Bullet physics engine. 

2.3.1 OpenGL 
Computer graphics is a field of software development, which evolves intensively. 
Various attempts to make computer graphics programming efficient and manageable led 
to development of thorough APIs. OpenGL is one of the most wide spread computer 
graphics APIs. 

OpenGL is a cross-platform API for 2D and 3D computer graphics. With its pipeline 
architecture, OpenGL provides means for interim programming via vertex and fragment 
shaders. Shaders are special programs executed by GPUs during 2D or 3D scene 
rendering. Shaders allow altering graphical data processing such as vertex and fragment 
coordinates or color. Since shader programs are used to extend OpenGL processing, 
shader-based API can be considered a kind of graphical framework, where OpenGL 
provides full pipeline infrastructure and programmers supply application-specific logic 
via shader code. 

Modern interests in programmable mobile devices have led to the need for 
lightweight and calculation-efficient graphics API. Thus OpenGL for embedded 
systems (ES) emerged. Latest major release of Open GL ES 2.x introduces shader-
programming support and brings programmable graphics pipeline to mobile devices. 
Following picture provides an overview of Open GL ES 2.0 pipeline. Gray blocks 
represent user-programmable pipeline parts. 

Computer graphics, and 3D graphics in particular, contributed to significant 
advancements in user experience design and development of modern graphical user 
interfaces. Use of 3D representation and graphical effects improves perception of the 
information by the users (for example in CAD and analytical systems). Application of 
3D technologies in computer simulations contributes to modern research. Of course, 3D 
is also highly appreciated in entertainment areas: video gaming and movie industries. 
In course of time visual simulations of real world objects were supplemented with 
physical simulations. Time-efficient mathematical calculations were incorporated to 
physics simulation engines/frameworks. 

Since, physics simulation engines were often used to animate objects displayed in 3D 
scenes, their architectures became more and more targeted to interaction with graphical 
APIs. For example, most of the modern physics simulation frameworks can efficiently 
interchange object position coordinates with 3D frameworks. 

However, even highly focused physics frameworks have certain integration 
intricacies. For example, in order to provide a better abstraction to the entities in 
simulated physics world, the whole physics simulation is represented in object-oriented 
manner. This provides a better data model for the framework. However, since 3D 
frameworks, in contrast, usually use pipeline architectures, integration between two 
frameworks becomes a concern – this is a discrepancy in the framework control models. 
In order to resolve this issue, physics simulation engines minimize the interconnection 
with 3D pipeline; for example, returning positioning matrices for object coordinates 
updates. Custom code is then responsible on how to push the update forward. 
Since practical part of this master thesis addresses both 3D and physics frameworks, 
integration issues did not pass me as well. Further reading provides more details on the 
matter. 

Since OpenGL is only an Application Programming Interface (API), which has 
different implementations for different hardware, it does not require developers to 
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license it [24]. Usually one of its implementations comes as a part of the operating 
system, so from software developers’ perspective, using OpenGL is like using any other 
native API of the operating system.  

2.3.2 Android 
Android is a fast-growing operating system for mobile phones, hand-held devices and 
embedded equipment. First introduced in September 2008, the OS advanced through 
several major releases and become one of the most widespread mobile operating 
system. 

Modern Android devices are capable of running complex applications including 
those with intense graphics. By default Android uses 2D graphics in user interfaces for 
applications. 

Android UI is usually composed from a number of Views, which represent 
interactive components and display application data. There is one special component, 
which supports OpenGL graphics output. GLSurfaceView is added to Android activities 
just the same as all other UI views, but application developers are responsible for 
redrawing it by calling OpenGL methods. This is the view, which is used in our 
Android UI framework as an output surface. 

Android open-source operating system comes under Apache License 2.0 and GNU 
GPL v2 [25]. Android Software Development Kit (SDK) has Terms and Conditions, 
which allow use of the SDK for the sole purpose of development of software for 
Android operating system [26]. 

2.3.3 Bullet 
Bullet is an open source real-time physics simulation engine. It can simulate collision 
detection of soft and rigid bodies in a virtual space. Bullet has extensive field of 
application: it can be used in video games, movies and video industry, 3D authoring 
tools, scientific simulations. Bullet has a modular architecture, providing developers 
with flexibility in software creation. It is written in C++ and can be applied on various 
operating systems. 

Bullet Physics comes under the permissive zlib license [27]. 
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3 AxeZ framework 
In this chapter I describe the architecture of the example framework implemented as a 
part of this thesis. 

The framework is designed for Android UI development and incorporates 3D 
graphics powered by OpenGL ES 2.0 and physics simulations by Bullet engine. The 
framework is intended for general UI development and allows representing application 
entities as 3D scene objects with different attributes represented as different properties – 
size, weight, color etc. 

I start with concerns that framework stakeholders have; then I provide an overview 
of reusability-flexibility tradeoff that I had to make while implementing the framework; 
next I provide details on the architecture, illustrating the use of the framework with an 
example code. Afterwards I report the issues faced during the implementation and the 
way they were solved. 

3.1 Major concerns in the framework implementation 
In this chapter I shortly describe major concerns of the AxeZ frameworks stakeholders. 

In 2000 IEEE proposed a “Recommended Practice for Architectural Description of 
Software-intensive Systems”, which was later elaborated in “Systems and software 
engineering — Architecture description” standard [18]. Figure 3.1 represents the 
conceptual model of architecture description. 

 
Figure 3.1: Conceptual Model of Architecture Description 

The conceptual model of architectural, among other, uses following terms: 
1. Architectural Description – a set of documents, diagrams and other artifacts that 

sufficiently describe the system architecture. 
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2. Stakeholders – persons having interests in described system and expressing 
certain concerns related to it. 

3. Concerns – are the interests of particular stakeholders in the system. Concerns 
describe which properties or characteristics of the system have the most 
importance to the stakeholders and thus define the areas covered by the 
Architectural Description. 

4. Viewpoint – set of concerns covered by common views and addressing certain 
aspect of the system’s architecture. 

5. Views – a system representation from certain perspective focused on particular 
concerns. 

6. Models – various ways of expressing the views. 

In terms of IEEE conceptual model, we can select two major stakeholders of AxeZ 
framework: 

1. Framework developers – programmers responsible for designing, programming, 
testing, supporting and further improving the framework. 

2. Application developers/framework users – programmers who will use the 
framework in order to develop various applications. 

These two groups of stakeholders have different concerns. Framework developers are 
mostly concerned in extensibility, while framework users are concerned in system 
reusability. 

Since developers have to improve the framework, add new features and functionality, 
support backward compatibility while improving the framework, its architecture should 
not be monolithic and permit code base expansion. 

Framework users expect the framework to cover needs of the applications they 
develop and write as few glue code as possible. 

There might be other concerns in software such as UI frameworks, for example 
performance or reliability. However, in the scope of this thesis I mostly concentrate on 
the extensibility and reusability of the framework. 

The framework must be reusable in order to cover the needs of the application 
developers. It should not require too much effort to start using it. It should not require 
additional knowledge of the underlying functionalities, such as OpenGL pipeline or 
Bullet physics mathematics. It must be easy to configure using a high-level API 
operating domain-level entities. By high-level API I mean a programming interface 
operating with UI components, their attributes and semantic meaning, in contrast to 
OpenGL matrices and float arrays. 

At the same time, the framework code base must be open for extensions. It must 
maintain points of extension for the future improvements. Application developers are 
always able to extend the framework functionality with additional App-specific logic, 
however if this logic will prove to be a common functionality in many applications, it 
might be worth including it as a part of the framework in the future releases. 

If framework extensibility and reusability could be improved independently and do 
not correlate to much, there are two other important properties of the framework which 
have to be maintained in right balance: usability and flexibility. 

3.2 Tradeoff between usability and flexibility 
While reusability of the framework defines a level of support of the applications 
developers (how much code is required to be written in order to fulfill the needs of 
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application), the flexibility defines the breadth of framework’s functional coverage (how 
many applications can use the framework in order to fulfill the needs). 

There is always a trade off between framework reusability and flexibility. In order to 
keep the framework reusable and useful for application developers, we have to supply 
functionality efficiently solving its target problems – in our case 3D UI components 
creation. The more narrow support the framework supplies, the more additional “glue” 
code is required to be written by the application developers. It is almost inverse 
relationship between functional reusability and flexibility. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the tradeoff between reusability and flexibility. In case “A” the 
framework provides good support for the application developers and requires less 
application-specific code to be written. However, the range of applications is very 
narrow. In case “B” the framework provides weak support for the application 
developers and requires more application-specific code to be written, but the range of 
the applications is wider in this case.  

 
Figure 3.2: Flexibility-reusability tradeoff 

In the case of the UI framework developed as a part of this thesis, it was selected to 
make a bias towards reusability and app developer support. This is reflected in the 
framework architecture. 

3.3 Architecture description 
Figure 3.3 depicts interactions between the integrated frameworks: Android SDK, Open 
GL ES 2.0 and Bullet physics engine. 

 
Figure 3.3: Relationships between integrated frameworks 
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Android hosts the whole environment for AxeZ. It also notifies the framework about 
user interactions. OpenGL is responsible for rendering graphical representation of AxeZ 
components. Bullet calculates physical simulations. 

In Android, application developers usually deal with activities and widgets when 
creating applications with graphical user interfaces. Each activity represents a screen 
displaying application information [19]. While interacting with application, users 
navigate from one activity to another. In order to define new activity, developers must 
extend Activity class. 

Activities have several points of extensions and use polymorphic method calls when 
user code has to be executed. For example, onCreate(…) method is called when the 
activity is created for the first time, UI layout initializing must happen in this method. 

Android activities consist of different widgets – graphical components that display 
certain type of application data, for example, Button widget draws a clickable button 
and TextView renders text on the screen. When developers need to create new widgets, 
they must define new class inheriting from View class. 

AxeZ framework defines new widget, AxezView. This widget draws a 3D scene 
with AxeZ controls in it. 

Android provides different APIs for application needs, such as network 
communications, system notifications, etc. Java classes, defined in Android Framework, 
support these APIs. For example, AxeZ uses classes from packages android.opengl and 
javax.microedition.khronos.opengles to access OpenGL features. 

For AxeZ, Android provides several facilities at once. First of all it is an operating 
system that target applications are running on, thus AxeZ is also solely aimed at 
applications running on Android OS. The operating system handles user interactions 
and forwards them to AxeZ components for interpretation. Android as a platform has 
common means for applications development, and AxeZ, being a framework extension 
over standard Android classes, follows these rules and recommendations. 

Functionality of Open GL ES 2.0 is integrated within AxeZ. Since AxeZ is a 
domain-specific framework it constricts the functionality of Open GL and provides 
better abstractions over low-level Open GL calls. For example, when client code needs 
to load a 3D mesh, it defines a class descending from TriMesh and registers it in AxeZ 
configuration. Instance of this class would be used by AxeZ to draw the mesh in 3D 
space. Internally AxeZ calls all required OpenGL methods to draw the mesh. 

Bullet engine is originally developed for integration with 3D graphics frameworks, 
such as Open GL or DirectX, thus its architecture is designed to make such integrations 
easier. However, even though Open GL and Bullet can well intercommunicate, AxeZ 
must keep their interfaces encapsulated and provide a consolidated interface for client 
code. The abstract physics interfaces supported by Bullet have to be converted in 
domain-meaningful format appropriate for other framework components. In addition, 
Bullet requires programming language-level interface adaptation: Bullet is created in 
C++, while Java is a preferred language for Android applications development – AxeZ 
is written in Java. In order to execute Bullet code from AxeZ, Java native interface 
(JNA) calls are required. This adds natural integration boundary to the system. 

Figure 3.3 provides an overview of relationship between integrated frameworks. 
The frameworks have three major relationship types: inversion of control, which is 

typical in frameworks and is heavily used in Android; direct control used to manipulate 
components directly; and data transmit, used to update components state. There are 6 
major interaction types in the system, each of them complying to one of the 3 major 
aspects of frameworks architecture (infrastructure, control model and data model): 

1. AxeZ framework extends SDK classes and uses Android OS as a hosting 
environment for drawing the UI. It directly controls the state of Android 
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components, such as Activities. These are infrastructure and control model 
aspects of the framework. 

2. Android uses inversion of control to inform AxeZ framework about user 
interactions. This is implemented with callback methods. This is a control model 
aspect. 

3. AxeZ controls Bullet engine to simulate physical world and directly invokes 
simulation algorithms. This is a control model aspect. 

4. AxeZ uses OpenGL methods to draw the UI presentation. Since OpenGL is 
forwarded through Android SDK, the calls inevitably pass through Android 
layer. These are infrastructure and control model aspects of the framework. 

5. Bullet indirectly affects OpenGL representation by updating the scene data. 
When Bullet simulation finishes, AxeZ gets updated coordinates of the scene 
objects, which are then redrawn with OpenGL. This is a data model aspect. 

6. Android uses inversion of control to redraw OpenGL surfaces. This is a control 
model aspect. 

One of the main requirements to the AxeZ framework is maintenance of Android-
familiar programming techniques. Developers who are to use the framework should be 
able to switch to it quickly – the way the framework is extended and reused shall be 
close to the way Android SDK classes are used. 

3.4 Framework components 
Figure 3.4 depicts AxeZ framework components and their interaction. 

 
Figure 3.4: AxeZ packages 

The framework is divided into 6 core Java packages and 2 supplementary packages: 
1. se.lnu.axez – this is the core package containing main framework logic, its 

entrypoint hooking in Android, rendering classes and major calculations. 
2. se.lnu.axez.animations – contains computational animations for the UI widgets. 

Although the animations could be implemented with physics simulations, this 
package provides computationally cheaper implementation, which is used by 
default. 
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3. se.lnu.axez.physics (including se.lnu.axez.physics.bullet) – physics-related 
functionality is implemented here, in particular Bullet façade. 

4. se.lnu.axez.shaders – vertex and fragment shaders support. The classes provide 
interfaces for OpenGL pipeline programming. 

5. se.lnu.axez.textures – 2D textures loading and processing. 
6. se.lnu.axez.tools – utility tools for developers support, in particular, 3D mesh 

preloader tool can be found here. 
7. Supplementary packages: 

a. se.lnu.axez.meshes – pre-cooked meshes ready for use. Application 
developers can reuse this meshes for preliminary testing. For example, 
BoxTriMesh is a class rendering a box object in the 3D scene. 

b. se.lnu.axez.widgets – out-of-the-box UI widgets ready for application 
developers. 

Both OpenGL ES 2.0 and Bullet physics engine are very powerful and flexible wide-
range frameworks. They are designed for general use and provide extensive support in 
their domains. However, it is very difficult to fully integrate their functionality to 
another framework without reducing it – also, most of it would be excessive in the UI 
framework. 

The framework functionality is limited to the following: 
• OpenGL features: 

o Minor support of programmable pipeline. The framework supports 
vertex and fragment shader programs, however, the number of attributes 
and uniforms is limited. 

o Limited lighting calculations. Current framework version only supports 
single Phong lighting source. 

o 2D textures support. The framework does not support 3D or cube 
textures. 

• Bullet physics: 
o Rigid physics. Support of soft bodies and cloth simulations is left for the 

future framework upgrades. 
o Single physics world. Only one physics simulation instance can be 

activated at a time. 
o Limited collision shapes and bodies properties. The framework only 

supports sphere and box bounding shapes and most important properties, 
such as dimensions and weight. 

3.5 Framework logical view 
Every Android application with user interface has at least one Activity – this is an 
interactive graphical representation of the application. In order to display its 3D scene, 
AxeZ has to render on an Activity. Usually Activities contain several Views. There are 
many various Android views: TextView, Button, CheckBox, etc. Being an extension of 
Android framework, AxeZ also provides a view – AxezView. This view is an entry 
point of the framework (see figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5: AxeZ primary components 

AxezView extends GLSurfaceView class which is a standard Android view for 
OpenGL scenes drawing. In order to make GLSurfaceView (or its subclass) work, there 
should always be a renderer class implementing GLSurfaceView.Renderer interface. 
AxezRenderer is such an implementation. 

Being very close to each other, AxezView and AxezRenderer have different 
responsibilities. AxezView provides a public interface for application developers – it 
allows adding UI controls, changing 3D camera position, registering user interactions 
callbacks, and so on. On the other hand, AxezRenderer is solely responsible for drawing 
current state of the UI. It implements onDrawFrame(…) method which is called by 
OpenGL every time it needs to redraw the scene. 

When client code needs to add a UI components, it invokes addControl(…) method. 
This method registers instances of the UI classes, which draw 3D objects on the scene 
and react on user actions. All UI components implement IControl interface. This 
interface ensures that all components comply with the steps in figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: Initialization, drawing and user interaction 

1. Initialization. When the 3D scene is being prepared, AxeZ invokes init(…) 
method for each UI component. During this phase the components registers its 
3D meshes, shaders, textures and other resources required for rendering. Here 
also physics initialization is performed, in case the component participates in 
physics simulations. The components interact with various managers to register 
required resources and properties. 

2. Drawing. Every time the framework needs to redraw the scene it calls draw(…) 
method. During this step, components reflect their changes in OpenGL matrices, 
so it knows where to draw them using previously registered resources (meshes, 
shaders, textures, etc.) 

3. User interaction. When user interacts with the scene, components must react on 
corresponding events. IControl interface requires onTouchEvent method to be 
implemented. The framework invokes this callback method, when user taps on 
the UI component. Component itself is responsible for object picking – 
recognizing that the user pointed at it and reporting it to the framework. This is 
usually performed during the OpenGL matrices recalculations. 

When UI component has to participate in Bullet physics simulations, it inherits from 
PhysicalControl class, which in turn, implements IControl interface. AxeZ walks 
through all registered PhysicalControl instances and updates their positions according to 
the values calculated by Bullet. 

:"AxezRenderer :"IControl

onSurfaceCreated

:"TriMeshManager :"ShaderManager :"TextureManager :"PhysicsManager

init

getTriMesh

getVertexShader

getFragmentShader

getTexture

getOrCreateBoxCollisionShape

getOrCreateDiscreteDynamicsWorld
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bindHardwareBuffers
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loadTextures

startWorldSimulations

onDrawFrame

draw

onTouchEvent

reportPickedObject
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3.6 Example of the framework usage 
In this example we want to create a UI scene of several interactive buttons, which 
participate in physics simulation. Figure 3.7 illustrates interaction between class 
instances in our example. 

 
Figure 3.7 PhysicsDemoActivity sequence diagram 

We start by defining a new button class inheriting from PhysicalControl: 

 
Listing 3.1: HeavyButton class definition 

The button will have predefined dimensions and configurable weight, which we 
define as a required constructor parameter: 

 
Listing 3.2: HeavyButton constructor 

Since the button participates in physics simulations, it must configure its physical 
properties by overriding initPhysics(…) method: 

 
Listing 3.3: Overriding initPhysics method 

activity':'PhysicsDemoActivity mAxezView':'AxezView fallingButton':'HeavyButton

new

mRenderer':'AxezRenderer

new

new

onSurfaceCreated

onCreate

RigidBody

onDrawFrame

draw

initPhysics

add(fallingButton)

private(class(HeavyButton(extends(PhysicalControl(

public(HeavyButton(float(weight)({(

((((this.weight(=(weight;(

}(

(

@Override(
protected(RigidBody(initPhysics(PhysicsManager(physicsManager)({(
((((CollisionShape(shape(=(physicsManager.(
((((((((((((getOrCreateBoxCollisionShape("box",(1f,(1f,(1f);(
((((DiscreteDynamicsWorld(world(=(physicsManager.(
((((((((((((getOrCreateDiscreteDynamicsWorld("world",(0f,(N9.8f,(0f);(
((((return(world.createRigidBody(mWrappedControl,(shape,(weight);(
}(
(
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We define a box collision shape for the component and add it as a rigid body to the 
physics simulation world. 

Since the button has graphical representation, we need to define a visual component 
for it: 

 
Listing 3.4: Wrapping a control 

Here the Button mesh is one of the AxeZ-predefined visible components, and 
R.raw.number_0 is a serialized mesh stored as a raw Android resource. 
The whole class looks as presented in listing 5: 

 
Listing 3.5: HeavyButton class 

Now we want our button to be displayed in Android activity. In order to do this we 
add new AxezView to the activity, and add several newly defined HeavyButton 
instances to it. As these buttons configure the physics simulation, AxeZ will 
automatically initialize Bullet engine accordingly and start simulation process. The 
Activity code looks as presented in listing 6: 

private(final(Button(mWrappedControl(=(new(Button(R.raw.number_0);(
(
@Override(
protected(IControl(getWrappedControl()({(
((((return(mWrappedControl;(

}(

private(class(HeavyButton(extends(PhysicalControl({(
((((private(final(float(weight;(
((((private(final(Button(mWrappedControl(=(new(Button(R.raw.number_0);(
(

((((public(HeavyButton(float(weight)({(
((((((((this.weight(=(weight;(
((((}(
(

((((@Override(
((((protected(RigidBody(initPhysics(PhysicsManager(physicsManager)({(
((((((((CollisionShape(shape(=(physicsManager.(
((((((((((((((((getOrCreateBoxCollisionShape("box",(1f,(1f,(1f);(
((((((((DiscreteDynamicsWorld(world(=(physicsManager.(
((((((((((((((((getOrCreateDiscreteDynamicsWorld("world",(0f,(N9.8f,(0f);(
((((((((return(world.createRigidBody(mWrappedControl,(shape,(weight);(
((((}(
(

((((@Override(
((((protected(IControl(getWrappedControl()({(
((((((((return(mWrappedControl;(
((((}(

}(
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Listing 3.6: PhysicsDemoActivity class 

First two buttons are defined with weight 5 and 15 – these values are arbitrary and 
are simply used to show how gravity affects objects of different weights. Third button is 
defined with weight 0. Zero weight means that the object does not follow gravity rules 
and is static. Since first two buttons are placed above the static one, they will fall down 
on it and bounce following the correct collision rules. 

3.7 Framework problems faced in AxeZ and their resolution 
While implementing the framework I faced several well-known problems with 
framework integrations. I describe them below. In addition I had to resolve the 
flexibility-reusability trade-off. In the end it was not quite easy to realize what level of 
functional support is the best for possible framework users, since in this case I was the 
framework developer and user at the same time. It would help if I had continuous 
discussion with target users on the topic of the framework features. For example, 
depending on the nature of the potential applications, some users of the framework 
could expect better configurability of the UI components, while other users could expect 
better performance, for example in cases with significant number of UI components 
displayed on the screen. 

The most challenging was to reconcile control models of the integrated frameworks. 
Mostly it was due to the inversion of control problems. 

As mentioned previously (see chapter 3.3), main control loop in the framework is 
controlled by Android infrastructure. AxeZ responds to user interactions (through 
Android callbacks) and updates its internal state, as well as positioning of the 3D scene 
objects. OpenGL 3D scene is redrawn in parallel, creating another thread of control. 
This creates requires synchronization between Android and OpenGL control models. In 
addition, Bullet framework can influence 3D scene state as well, creating another 
synchronization issue. 

There reconciliation of data models took its place in the framework as well, not so 
significant, though. There was almost no need in reconciling data retrieved from 
Android. Android provides screen coordinates of the touch input, which are processed 
by AxeZ without any modifications. However, AxeZ performs data transformations for 
object position coordinates: OpenGL and Bullet operate with coordinate vectors and 
transformation matrices. These data are represented with arrays. Since arrays are 

public(class(PhysicsDemoActivity(extends(Activity({(
((((private(AxezView(mAxezView;(
(((((
((((@Override(
((((protected(void(onCreate(Bundle(savedInstanceState)({(
((((((((super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);(
((((((((mAxezView(=(new(AxezView(this);(
((((((((this.setContentView(mAxezView);(
((((((((HeavyButton(fallingButton(=(new(HeavyButton(5f);(
((((((((fallingButton.getTransformation().setTranslation(0f,(10f,(0f);(
((((((((mAxezView.addControl(fallingButton);(
((((((((HeavyButton(fallingButton2(=(new(HeavyButton(15f);(
((((((((fallingButton2.getTransformation().setTranslation(1f,(15f,(1f);(
((((((((mAxezView.addControl(fallingButton2);(
((((((((HeavyButton(fixedButton(=(new(HeavyButton(0f);(
((((((((fixedButton.getTransformation().setTranslation(1f,(0f,(0f);(
((((((((mAxezView.addControl(fixedButton);(
( }(
}(
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mutable data types, it is difficult to guarantee data integrity if it is exposed to the client 
code. In order to solve it AxeZ introduces its own data wrappers over array types – 
FloatQuad, wrapping a 4-item arrays and FloatTriple, wrapping a 3-item arrays. 

Following paragraphs describe the integration problems according to the list 
introduced in chapter 2.2.2. 

Inversion of control. This was the major issue in the system. In AxeZ we have three 
frameworks that influence internal system state: Android handles input from the user; 
OpenGL redraws the graphical representation; and Bullet updates object positioning 
based on the physics simulations results. In case with Bullet it was not a big issue to 
resolve the issue, since the engine does not really his own event loop. Instead Bullet 
requires its physics algorithm being invoked actively. Du to that there is no problem to 
invoke the Bullet simulations and OpenGL redraw sequentially. However, in case of 
complex scenes, the frame rate may suffer due to Bullet calculations happening on the 
same thread, so this could be improved by performing physics calculations on a separate 
thread. 

Android and OpenGL have to run on separate threads anyway, at least because there 
is no way to control Android native event thread. In order to resolve this possible event 
loop collision and synchronize two threads I used an approach of lazy state update: 
when OpenGL renderer calls for frame redraw, AxeZ copies current scene state in 
internal context object and uses this copy during the physics simulation and OpenGL 
redraw phase. During this phase Android thread may change AxeZ scene state in 
response to user actions, however this updated state will not be taken into account until 
the next frame draw. In order to avoid phantom data and make sure that state copy is 
performed as an atomic operation, I use Java synchronization facilities – volatile fields 
and synchronized methods. 

Integration with legacy systems and existing tools. AxeZ does not have this problem 
in pure state, since there is no legacy code being integrated. However we could consider 
C++ code of Bullet engine as a legacy code. In order to integrate this functionality I had 
to create a JNI façade which invokes Bullet code from Java classes and calls back with 
updated object states. 

Framework gap. AxeZ provides an enhanced API over OpenGL and Bullet API. 
Being a generic graphics framework, OpenGL operates with low-level entities, such as 
vertex position and other attributes. This leads to significant functional gap between the 
integrated framework and the functionality required by the end applications. In order to 
fulfill the domain needs better, AxeZ introduces additional high-level entities, such as 
Transformation or CompositeControl. 

Overlapping of framework components. Luckily, in AxeZ there were no issues with 
framework components overlapping. There are no real-world entities represented in the 
integrated frameworks with different abstractions. The only data type shared between 
OpenGL and Bullet frameworks is matrix with coordinates of virtual scene objects. 
However this type of overlapping is more related to the next framework problem. 

Integrating functionality from different frameworks. In AxeZ framework OpenGL 
operates with visual representation of the objects and also with their positioning. 
Objects’ position is one of the inputs of OpenGL pipeline. At the same time, object 
positioning is an output of Bullet simulations. Even though both OpenGL and Bullet are 
operating with coordinate vectors, still some reconsolidation is required. In AxeZ object 
coordinates are represented with Transformation objects. After physics simulations is 
complete, Bullet returns float arrays containing object coordinates. These arrays have to 
be forwarded to instances of Transformation class. 

Architectural mismatch. Almost all integrated frameworks are organized according 
to object-oriented principles. The only exception here is OpenGL which has pipeline 
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architecture interfaced with procedures according to the principles of procedural 
programming. However, as OpenGL is passively invoked by the AxeZ framework and 
does not have its own control flow, it is merely an issue in our system. There is no 
discrepancy between Android and Bullet frameworks either.  
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4 Conclusions and future work 
The goal of this thesis was to implement a reusable UI framework, based on the 
functionalities of third-party frameworks, integrated together, to find out what it takes to 
implement a reusable framework based on functionalities from third-party frameworks 
integrated together. The intention was also to investigate the balancing of framework 
flexibility and reusability. 

The goal was achieved by implementing AxeZ UI framework, which equally 
balances reusability and flexibility and provides substantial support for Android 
applications developers, while retaining the ability for further framework extension. 
Framework implementation integrates together three original frameworks, however the 
implementation could benefit from further refactoring and extensive design patterns use. 

The resulting framework implementation faced difficulties of integrating 
functionalities of three external frameworks. Two of these frameworks (OpenGL and 
Bulled) were originally designed to simplify their integration, while the third one 
(Android) was designed mostly independently. The task was complicated by the fact 
that integrated functionality had to have unified programming interface. The major issue 
was to overcome collision of several concurrent control loops, since the integrated 
frameworks heavily rely on inversion of control. 

During the implementation several other problems were faced, mostly the ones well 
described in the works of Mattsson and Bosch. The issues were resolved by applying 
various programming and architectural technics, such as software design patterns and 
synchronization objects. 

Another challenge was to balance flexibility versus reusability of the framework. In 
case of AxeZ the right balance between the two is very difficult to find, since the matter 
heavily depends on the external requirements. Trending towards framework flexibility 
is required when the framework is designed for long lifetime with several improvement 
iterations. At the same time, making accent on the reusability is required when 
framework is planned for frequent use in many applications. 

With AxeZ framework there were no strict requirements as for what future the 
framework will have and kinds of Android applications are expected to employ its 
functionality. Implicit requirements were to make the framework generally applicable to 
any kind of Android apps and have possibility for future extension. As a result, the 
framework introduces several high-level abstractions to simplify user interface 
manipulations. However, at the same time its API does not fully hide underlying 
concepts from the integrated frameworks, e.g. programmable shaders or notion of 
collision calculations. This leaves room for further framework extension. 

As example applications show, the framework simplifies common UI development 
and does not require deep knowledge in 3D graphics or physics. Its default behavior 
requires little code to be written in order to get a working UI code. 

In the future, if the framework gets more distinct target audience, it could be refined 
and updated with elaborated API to fully hide its internals and provide better support for 
application developers (reusability improvement). So far it provides high flexibility to 
be adapted for a wide range of applications, with little extra code. 

As the result of this thesis working UI framework for Android was developed. 
Several example user interfaces, which come along with this report illustrate the ways 
the framework can be reused and extended in order to fulfill the needs of application 
developers. 

As the future work, the framework could be improved in several possible ways: 
1. Graphics improvements. The graphical possibilities of the framework are very 

limited at the moment. However, from the very beginning the graphical 
capabilities of the framework are designed for further extensions – it is based on 
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OpenGL ES 2.0, which supports fully programmable graphics pipeline. It is 
possible to introduce advanced lighting, particle systems, material properties and 
other state-of-the-art features using vertex and fragment shaders. 

2. Physics simulations improvements. Thinking of incredible user interfaces, the 
physics simulations could be used to improve user experience. In addition to 
currently supported rigid bodies physics, the framework could support soft 
bodies physics, such as cloths simulations, or object reformations, for instance. 
These features are already supported by Bullet engine, and only require 
integration into AxeZ. 

3. User interactions improvements. At the moment the framework only supports 
single touches as user input. However, Android supports more advanced 
gestures – swipes, multiple touches, sequences of touch events, etc. The 
framework could be updated to support all these types of user inputs. 

4. API enhancements. If more narrow application field will be defined for the 
framework, its API could be improved to provide better support for the target 
domain. 

5. Architecture improvements. At the end of the implementation, integrated 
frameworks were reconciled by using various programming techniques, which 
make the code look uneven. Now as such defects could be easily discovered, 
they could be replaced with better integration approaches [15]. 

6. Reusability. Framework reusability could be improved as well. The best way to 
do so is is to define narrow target application domain for the framework. It will 
define exact requirements for the framework and highlight functionality and 
components that have the highest demands. Providing well-elaborated 
abstractions and interfaces for this functionality will lead to reusability 
improvement. 
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